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Abstract
The analysis of spoken content often relies on a two-stage
architecture, which comprises (i) audio-to-text conversion
and (ii) transcript processing. However, discarding additional
information hidden in audio signals could result in losing
the underlying information that can be used for improving
text-based analysis and user engagement. Being more cor-
related with emotional features, audio features could unveil
hidden user preferences towards specific multimedia con-
tent. This paper elaborates on practical use cases in which
audio-related content can be processed jointly with textual
data to better capture user preferences.

Keywords: Multimodal Learning, Speech Processing, Spo-
ken Language Understanding

1 Introduction
In the latest years, Natural Language Understanding has seen
a steadily increasing interest from different research commu-
nities. Deep learning-based language models (e.g., [5], [2])
have shown to be very effective in modelling the semantics
behind natural language. State-of-the-art solutions leverage
the generalization capabilities of deep neural networks to
learn actionable audio signal representations [9]. Despite the
majority of the past solutions focused on the analysis of audio
transcriptions, the recent diffusion of internet-based plat-
forms offering direct access to spoken content (e.g., podcasts
or audio books) has fostered the analysis of raw audio signals.
Specifically, several creators focused on the production of
spoken audio content for their user-bases. This resulted in
an increasing availability of large audio collections, which
can be easily accessed by several millions of users [3]. Un-
like musical content, spoken language recordings are usually
composed of two complementary information streams, i.e.,
natural language and audio. We argue that natural language
content and audio play a different roles in the deep under-
standing of user engagement and preferences. While the
speech transcription could reveal semantically relevant in-
formation, audio processing is instrumental for detecting, for

instance, the mood of the speaker, the level of engagement,
and the underlying user preferences.

A robust analysis of spoken content requires the simulta-
neous processing of both audio and textual modalities. This
paper envisions a bi-modal architecture for spoken content
representation that can leverage both NLP and audio pro-
cessing.

1.1 Opportunities
Spoken content understanding offers interesting opportu-
nities. Unlike other multimedia content (e.g., videos), audio
tracks cannot leverage visual attention to attract users. De-
spite this could seem a weakness, it may turn into a possi-
ble strength: users consume pure audio content in multiple
scenarios while their visual attention is engaged in other
activities (e.g. driving or manual working).
The widespread diffusion of audio tracks has resulted in

the evolution of several research lines related to spoken
content understanding. Several approaches rely on the ex-
traction of textual transcripts from the audio samples, which
are then processed using NLP techniques. However, audio
speech tanscription is not error-free and misses important
information: the speaker tone of voice, feeling, and empa-
thy. Moreover, environmental features captured by the audio
recordings are also missing. We claim that the study of the
user engagement and sentiment can be relevantly improved
by learning deepmodels frommultimodal sources combining
both transcript and raw audio.

1.2 Challenges
The convergence between NLP and Computer Vision archi-
tectures towards the design of attention-based models [5, 6]
prompts their joint application in the audio domain, where
newly proposed architectures posemajor focus on the speech
recognition task [9]. The intrinsic nature of audio data re-
quires specific efforts in the design of attention-based models
to effectively cope with raw audio signals.

Similar to hand-written textual documents, audio signals
may convey speech in multiple languages. To disentangle
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Figure 1. Sketch of the multimodal framework.

emotional features from the discussed topic, we seek new,
language-agnostic architectures. The training of models ca-
pable of mapping audio segments in a multilingual latent
space is therefore one of the main challenges in this field.

2 Multimodal framework
Lately, the audio processing community has mainly focused
on the design of Deep Learning architectures for Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) [1]. However, as discussed above,
audio representations derived from the transcripted text are
incomplete and potentially biased.
An effective architecture for multimodal analysis should

be able to disentangle the expressive content of audio from
the semantic content of text. It can leverage two different
encoder networks that are able to cope with specific modali-
ties: audio and text encoders. Figure 1 illustrate a sketch of
the high-level architecture.

2.1 Training data and procedures
While several benchmark collections for spoken content are
already available [4, 7], they often contain content in differ-
ent languages. The proposed high-level architecture could
leverage pre-trainedmultilingual textmodels [8] to bootstrap
the audio encoder branch. By leveraging self-supervised tech-
niques (e.g., contrastive learning), the text encoder can serve
as a guide for the audio branch. Self-supervised alignment
can be used to generate language-independent audio rep-
resentations. Specific fine-tuning phases using parallel an-
notated data could be effective for disentangling the two
modalities.

2.2 User-centric applications
Unified data representations could be effective in multiple
application scenarios. Considering the increasing interest of
large user-bases towards podcast content, it is possible to
leverage bi-modal representations in the design of advanced
recommendation models. Text encoders should be able to
model user preferences towards specific topics whereas the
underlying audio features can be exploited to reveal the
most relevant user characteristics (e.g., the speaker tone and
timbre of voice).

Similar considerations hold in the domain of spoken con-
tent summarization (e.g., political debates). While delivering
similar semantic content, different parts of an audio record-
ing could convey different emotional charges and be more
engaging than others, thus being more suitable to be part of
a summary. Finally, it is possible leverage on audio-related
features to better detect user satisfaction for voice-based cus-
tomer assistance. While the conversation transcription could
highlight the topic and possible negative/positive verbal feed-
back, the speaker’s voice tone could incorporate valuable
information about the actual user engagement.
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